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New policy to lower dropout rate
By Greg Collard
Managing Editor

A new policy is mandating that freshmen not take more that 16 hours in the
fall semester in hopes the university's
high dropout rate will be reduced, university officials say.
.
In an interview with The Parthenon
edit.ors last week, PresidentJ. W adeGilley
said 38 percent of freshmen enrolled in
the fall do not return for the springsemes-

ter and 58 percent do not graduate within
five years.
Those numbers are twice the national
average, Gilley said.
As a result, the new policy also limits
students who are taking remedial classes
or who scored below 17 on the American
College Test to only 13 hours, said Dr.
Warren G. Lutz, director of enrollment
management.
Freshmen also are prohil,ited from
taking upper level courses.

Officials' views vary

But Dr. Nell Bailey, vice president of
student affairs, questions the need for
concern.
She noted many changes higher education has undergone in the past 20 years,
among. them being that students work
more while attending classes.
•If 38 percent who attend in the fall
!fon't return, so what? If they st.op outnot drop out - for a semester or maybe
they don't know what they want t.o do, is
that negative? In my definition it's not.•

Still, Lutz maintains that retention is a
t.op priority.
"This is primarily for the student's
benefit, Our major goal is retention. To
ensure this happens, we are goingto make
sure students are not at a level that can
hurt them.•
Limiting hours also helps ensure freshmen receive enough classes, which is a
justified concern in an era otclass reduc-

Ridin' the storm out

on court decision
By Greg Collard
-Managing Editor

Monday's Supreme Court ruling that says hate speech is protected by the First Amendment
met with the general approval of
faculty and staff familiar with
the issue.
However, Linda Templet.on,
Marshall's coordinator of judicial affairs, said she couldn't
comment until she knew more
about the decision.
But she did say hate speech on
campJlS is permissible t.o an extent.
"If you had a black student
livinginyourroomandyoucalled
that person a derogatory name,
it is free speech and we wouldn't
do anything about it. But if you
take a blow torch and burn a
cross on someone's door, then
something has t.o be done.•
The court's ruling stems from
an incident in St. Paul, Minn., in
which a man violated the city's
~ate-speech• ordinance byburning a cross on a black ·couple's
lawn.
Although Justice Antonin
Scalia's majority opinion denounced the action, he said St.
Paul officials could have taken
· alternative measures to prevent
such behavior "without adding
the First Amendmentto the fire.•
Dr. George T. Arnold, a professor of journalism who teaches
media law, noted the court did
not rule out other actton against

l!I

Five players head the list of
Thundering Herd that will storm
into the NCAA I-AA championship, The Sporting News predicts.
This year, the magazine says,
Marshall will bring home the
championship.
The Sporting News, considered
by some to be a football bible,
made its prediction just after a
unanimous vote by Southern
Conference sports information

Linda Templeton·
coordinator
of judicial affairs

directors, projecting Marshall

Nadeem Rashid, Pakistan freshman, and Claudia Salas, Columbia graduate student share an umbrella during last week's storm.
The high winds knocked down small trees and some areas were
left without power.

Please see COURT, Page 2

Speech cl~ss, anyone? Anyone at all?
No speech claasea are being
offered this semester.
At least that's what aome incoming freshmen are being told
during orientation.
However, Dr. Cam Brammer,
assistant professor of communications studies, says that just
isn't so.

In fact, CMM 103 - formerly
SPH 103, Fundamentals of
Speech;Communication - has
more than 400 open slots.
The Department of Speech
changed its name to the Department of Communications Stud-

ies last year, and that's where
theconfuaionapparentlystarted.

Magazine
picks Herd
to win SC
By Rebecca Offenbacher
Staff Writer

. You can think what you
want to think and say
what'you want to say as
long as a student Is not
threatened.

the individual.
"What this is saying is if you
want to prosecute them, go back
and get them for trespassing and
possibly even arson. But we prepare to take great risks if we
restrict [speech): even if it involves reprehensible behavior.
Instead, Arnold said the answer to curbing hate crimes is
more speech with-i,erauasivearguments against" such acts.
"I like what the courthas said."
Meanwhile, Dr. BettyJ. Cleckley, vice president for multicultural affairs, said she believes in
the First Amendment, but is
concerned the court's ruling will
incite similar crimes.
'Tm not certain how people who
manifest this kind of behavior
will view the Supreme Court's
decision. In my opinion, these

Please see DROPOUT, Page 2

Brammer, the department's
direct.or of undergraduate studies, said since SPH didn!t appear
on the fall IChedule listings, some
ofthe graduate students serving
as academic advisers apparently
thought the department wasn't
offering any classes.
"We kept getting the enroll-

ments, and there wasn't anyone
in theclasses. Wethoughtma_ybe
we were getting the wrong print- ·
outs, or the students would show
up later.
"Usually they ask us to open up
more sections.•
Please see SPEECH, Page 2

as

the new league champion.
Marshall has been ranked No.
1 in the NCAA once before, in
1988.
ThE! magazine mentioned tight
end Mike Bartrum, wide receiver
Troy Brown, quarterback Michael Payt.on, guard Phil Ratliff
and linebacker Donahue
Stephenson as key reasons for
the top spot in the poll.
The Sporting' News also named
Ratliff as the best offensive lineman in the nation.
The team's other strengths?
"You name it," the magazine said.
However, the magazine pointed
to the kicking game as the Herd's
major weakness.
While many students have
returned home for the summer,
some ofthose remaining say they
are pleased with the magazine's
predictions.
"We've been the underdogs for
so long, compared to WVU. It's
about time Marshall got the recognition it deserves,•Tina States,
Huntingt.on graduate student,
said.
Others think the prediction
only will create higher expectations for the team.
-rhe preseason pick is great,
butitputsalotofpressureon the
team,• Eric Meadows, Milton
sophomore, said.
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COURT------ DROPOUT----From Page 1

-rhe problem rve always had

From Page 1

with Marshall's code is that it's
people are not 'free thinkers.' so similar to other campus poli- tions, Lutz said.
Some could view this as an op- cies thathave been stricken down However, Bailey also questions
portunity to bum crosses and by the courts," said Dr. William if' class reductions is a reason
not limit it to their own prop- N .. Denman, director of' Yeager students do not return.
"Maybe it's true. But maybe
erty."
Scholars.
..
If' a similar action occurs on
Even so, Denman said he will it's because college isn't for some
campus, Templeton said she is not try to change the policy until students. Is that so bad?
"My question is, do we have a
confident officials would be able "we get people on the Student
to deal with the problem through Conduct and Welfare Commit- problem? I don't know if'we do,"
the university's policy.
tee who want to make some Bailey said. "OK, so it takes more
than four years to graduate.
"You can think what you want changes.
to think and say what you want
For now, education is the best When we talk about retention,
what do we mean?"
to say as long as ir student is not answer, Cleckley said.
An in-depth tracking system
threatened," she said.
"We must certainly try to eduBut a former president of' the cate people so that they will be of all freshmen that will be imWest Virginia American Civil more sensitive to diversity and plemented this year might find
Liberties Union is skeptical be- be more responsible to their that answer, Lutz said. He
cause Marshall's policy is so brother rather than hating based admits the high drop-out rate
could be deceiving because many
broad.
on color alone."

students do return.
Another factor to consider, he
said, is the number of students
who transfer to other schools.
Students have been tracked in
the past, but never to the extent
that is planned this year, Lutz
said.
Bailey said she thinks one class
that can ease the transition to
college life is an eight-week new
student seminar.
A common misconception freshmen have is the class is worthless, but later in their college
career, students realize the
course's value, Bailey said.
"Forty-five-year-old women
need it, 33-year-old men need it
and 17-year-old freshmen need
iL"

--
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Partly cloudy, -:.
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storms, high in lower 80s
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Partly cloudy, :
chance of ·
showers and
t h u n d e r - •L...::::::::::::~.J
storms, high in mid-80s

Fair, chance
of showers,
high in the
mid-80s
..___ ___.

SPEECH--.-----From Page 1
By Wednesday afternoon, only
19 of' the 51 CMM 103 sections
offered in the fall were closed.
Brammer said that while she
is certain theremainingsections
will be filled by fall, the mix-ups
may cause several problems f'or
freshmen.
-rhey may be forced into taking classes they didn't necessarily need so they could have their
12 or 15 hours."

She said although freshmen
may be able to get the dass
during the schedule adjustment
period, they may find themselves
in a class full of'upperclassmen.
Brammer said the biggest problem it caused was f'or the academic advisers themselves.
"It caused schedulingproblems.
There were problems finding
freshmen-level classes.
"We're just sitting here with
all these spaces that normally
would be filled."
Orientation ends Friday.

Fair; chance
of showers,
high in the
mid-80s
,___ _ __.
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HURRY

FINAL20AYS
The Parthenon incorrectly
reported In a campus crime
story in U & MU that five
sexual assaults have occurred at Marshall in the past
year. •
The graphic should have
stated that five sl111>le as-.
saults had occurred. The
Parthenon regrets the error.
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'BEYOND MU
Strike halts most rail traffic nationwide
By Clvl•Une Donnelly

ceed with a safe and orderly shutdown,"
said AAR President Edwin L Harper.
Minutes later, Amtrak suspended opFreight railroads shut down Wedneserations because the vast majority of the
day coast-to-coast and Amtrak stopped
24,000 miles of track over which it operpassenger service almosteverywhere aft.er
ates is owned by the freight lines.
. a union went on strike against one of the
Amtrak spokesman Howard Robertson
nation's biggest freight lines.
said the only unaffected service would be
Freight shippers, farmers and a small
the line between Washington and Boston,
number of commuters scrambled to arwhich is entirely owned and operated by
range back-up ways to markets and to
Amtrak. But in Chicago, Amtrak said
work.
service between that city and Milwaukee
Union leaders accused the rail compaalso continued, because the 90-mile route
nies oflocking out workers in an attempt
was on Soo Line track, which is not afto create a national _e mergency and force
fected by the stoppage.
Congress to intervene. And TransportaCommuter rail servic, in the Boston
tion Secretary Andrew Card called on
area was unaffected Wednesday, said
Congress to do just that.
transit agency spokesman Bob Devin.And
wrhey should step in quickly,• Card
service also was normal in Chicago.
said Wednesday on CNN. "We need to
A leader of a maintenance workers
keep the economy moving.A...• he said.
union said that the Machinists' strike
wrhis is jeopardizing that recovery.•
was limited and that the rail companies
President Bush said before the strike
had escalated the action to get their way.
that a nationwide shutdown would be so
The dispute involves unions representdevastating to the economy that "it ought
Piao by KN! Jana
ing about 20,000 carmen, engineers, disto end the day it begins," through legisla- Members of the machinists union picket Wednesday at the CSX building in downtown Huntington. patchers, machinists and other employtion if necessary.
ees. More than 200,000 other rail workers
The shutdowns came less than two
A strike by the Machinists union against pickets at key CSX points.
were expected to honor picket lines.
hours after ·other unions had agreed to CSX Transportation derailed that agree"Because ofthe seamless nature ofthe
Negotiators had been deadlocked on
extend contract talks with Amtrak and ment.
nation's freight rail system, a strike that such issues as wages and work rules.
Conrail and other freight railroads for at
The Association ofAmerican Railroads, begins in one region ofthe country affects
Amtrak, citing government data, said
least 48 hours past a strike deadline of which represents all major freight rail- service in the entire nation. Thus, the the initial cost of a strike would be $50
midnight Tuesday.
roads, said the Machinists had placed freight railroads are taking steps to pro- million a day.

Associated Press Writer

FROM THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BRIEFS
NEW YORK

WASHINGTON

U.S. didn't destroy any Iraqi Court rules tobacco companies
Scud launchers, expert says can be-sued in state courts
A missile expert working for the United Nations
claims the United States did not destroy any oflraq's
mobile Scud launcher s during the J>ersian GulfWar.
The claim, contained in an op-ed piece in Wednesday's NewYork Times, sharply contradicts assertions
made by U.S. commanders, including Gen. H. Schwarzkopf, during the war.
The article quotes Scott Ritter, a former Marine captain who is a missile analyst with the U.N. commission charged with supervising the destruction ofiraq's
weapons, as saying that no mobile launchers were
destroyed.
The op-ed piece was written by Mark Crispin Miller,
a professor ofmedia studies atJohns Hopkins University and the author of the forthcoming book "Spectacle: Operati.on Desert Storm and the Triumph of
Illusion:

WASHINGTON

Court upholds prayer ban
The Supreme Court, splitting 5-4, strengthened its
30-year ban on officially sponsored worship in public
schools Wednesday, prohibiting prayers at graduation ceremonies.
The court rejected a Bush administration invitation to discard the way it has interpreted for two
decades the Constitution's ban on •an establishment
ofreligion.9
• Justice Anthony M.Kennedy emphasized that the
ruling wu limited to elementary and aecondary

echoola.

Cigarette makers may be sued under state laws for
allegedly deceiving the public about the dangers of
smoking, the Supreme Court ruled Wednesday.
By a 7-2 vote, the justices said federal laws requiring warning labels on cigarette packages do not
shield the companies from all suits based on state
personal-injury laws.
The ruling, a boost to a long-running legal battle in
behalf of a New Jersey woman who died of lung
cancer, likely will prompt other suits seeking major
damages from the companies.
But the opposing sides in the case disagreed sharply
over the impact of the decision.
A lawyer for the family of the late Rose Cipollone
of Little Ferry, N.J., predicted a flood of lawsuits
against manufacturers. Industry spokesmen said the
decision's effect will be minimal.
While the court rejected the companies' bid for protection against all suits, the justices adopted standards that still may make it difficult for smokers to
win their cases.
A successful claim for damages could be based on
allegations that cigarette ads are fraudulent, that
the companies concealed the dangers of smoking
from state regulators or that the firms conspired to
mislead the public.
Thecompanies'•dutynottodeceive•is not preempted
by federal law, Justice John Paul Stevena said in the
court's main opinion.
,
But, he said, smokers will have to do more than
prove that cigarette advertisingandpromotiona9tend

tominimizethehealthhazudaassociatedwithsmoking.•

Journal labels WVU
the prince of pork
MORGANTOWN (AP) - West Virginia University
and Wheeling Jesuit College have attracted more than
$120 million in federal money since fiscal 1987, an
education journal reported Wednesday.
"I'm proud of the investments," WVU President Neil
Bucklew told The Chronicle of Higher Education. -rm
not embarrassed by it. You can't make a list that's too
long for me.•
In a cover story entitled -rhe Pleasures of Pork," the
publication labeled West Virginia the "pork barrei. champion of America.
The journal had reported earlier this year that West
Virginia received about $65 million, or about 10 percent
of the total of earmarked financing from Congress for
fiscal 1992.
According to the June 24 issue of the weekly publication, WVU r eceived $14.2 million in competitive federal
awards for research and development projects in 1991.
It also received $5.5 million in congressional earmarks for research and otherprojects, plus an additional
$6.3 million for a Defense Department project.
The report credited Senate Appropriations Chairman
_, Robert C. Byrd, D-W.Va, and Rep. Alan Mollohan, DW.Va., a member of the House Appropriations Commit,.
tee, with the state's ability to attract funds for research.
Bucklew said the article was a "fair and accurate
description of our circumstances:
The report cited WheelingJesuit, which has managed
·toreceive$30millionfortwoNASAprojectseventhough
the school only offers master's degrees in applied theol-

ogy and business administration.
The Rev. Thomas S. Acker, Wheeling Jesuit's president, has persuaded Congress to make Wheeling the
home of both the National Technology Transfer Center
and the Claaaroom of the Future, a showcase for new
technologies developed by NASA that echoola can use to
improve math and science education.
WVU has made it a point to help stimulate the state's
economy, prompting criticism from some who say the
focus on commercial applications undercuts the echool'a
academic values, the journal reported.

OPINION
OUR VIEW

Limiting speech
isn't the ans\¥er
n a bold step Monday, the Supreme Court struck
down a St. Paul, Minn., ordinance that outlawed cross
burning and the display of symbols that might arouse
"anger, alarm or resentment in others on the basis of
race, color, creed, religion or gender."
Although it may take some time for the full effects of the
ruling to be realized, one thing is certain: the ramifications will be far-reaching. ·
The court's interpretation of the First Amendment's
guarantee of free speech in this case doesn't limit itself to
cross-burning.
Other symbols, like the Nazi swastika and the Confederate flag, also are included in the broad ruling.
The court said the law violates the First Amendment
because it targets some offensive speech but not others.
The case stems from a St.
Paul law that was challenged
by a teen-ager who had burned
a cross on the lawn of a black
family that had moved into a
We must certainly try white neighborhood.
Prosecuted under that city's
to educate people so hate-crime ordinance, Raythat they will be more mond Viktora appealed to the
higher courts. That law, and
sensitive to diversity
others like it. is nothing new.
and be more responIn fact, 46 states have sosible to their brother
called "hate-crime laws," and
rather than hating
many universities have
based on color alone. adopted "speech codes" that
restrict what can be said on
Dr. Betty J. Cleckley campus.
And Marshall is
among those.
Under the Student Code of Conduct, acts exhibiting
prejudice and/or racism are •considered of the utmost
gravity by the university," and can result in expulsion.
Students also can be punished for causing someone
emotional distress.
The ruling makes codes like this suspect and open for
re-examination on First Amendment grounds. Designed to
stop acts of insensitivity and oppression, these codes, .
ordinances and laws do nothing but risk strangling speech
that offends someone.
Viktora's act, and countless thousands like it, is despicable and impossible to rationalize. He and his kind prey
on innocents whose only crime is that they're different
from the majority.
However, those innocents are the same ones who will be
hurt the most by laws silencing speech.
In the battle to restrict hat.e speech, it is impossible for
other forms of free speech and expression to emerge
unscathed. If one form of expression is suppressed, then
limitation on others cannot be far behind
When it comes to defining this offensive speech to
protect the minority, who will be the ones-doing the
decision-making? The majority.
And as the boundaries of acceptable speech are being
drawn, what is to keep the voices of the minority from
being silenced as well?
The same weapon being fought against is even more
dangerous in the hands of bureaucrats and politicians.
Laws already exist to punish those committing hate
crimes. The court said Viktora could have been charged
with arson, criminally damaging property or trespassing.
· By pursuing other charges, some with much tougher
penalties, those like the cross-burner can be prosecuted
for their actions, not their expressions.
Instead of silencing the cross-burners, the Confederate
flag-wavers and swastika-bearers, those being oppressed
should tum the weapon of their oppressors against them.
Instead of standing silent, those being intimidated
because of their race, color, creed, gender, religion or
sexual orientation should protest, educate and inform.
By exercising their rights to free speech and expression,
the oppressed can possess the strongest weapon of all.
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The gospel according to Bodette
Like Hunter S. Thompson, I
fil\da particularcomfortin knowing that wherever I may find
myself in my travels abroad,
there is at least one constant in
the universe.
Sure, the scenery may change,
and I may be accommodated in a
franchise locale
like Motel 6
(while the dulcet
tones of Tom
. DAVID
Bodette's folksy
SWINT advertising
spiel
- wind through
my flagging consciousness) or
Mom and Pop's Rest-Um-Up Inn
in Chromosome, N.C.
Whether it's the weary-traveler-overnight single or the deluxe mattress-buster honeymoon
weekend suite, or something in
between, these rooms share a
common bond Nestled away in
that top dresser drawer is a little
volume that all hotel and motel
rooms share.
No, riot the phone book. The
other drawer.
Courtesy of the Gideons, that
traveling band of Bible-distri~
uters, will be a copy ofThe Holy
Bible, King James version. I always check for my copy, and, so
far, I've never been disappointed.
Many people }lave their personal favorite section. Some
prefer Old Testament chapters
such as Job, ifforno other reason
than to check up on someone who
truly had a worse day than them.
Others pickThe Song ofSolomon
for a little steamy reading. In the
New Testament, the Gospel of
Our Lord, According to SL John

is a popular pick.
But, like Thompson, I prefer
the book of Revelation. Armageddon is one of my favorite
topics, and Revelation is rich in
metaphoric imagery surroundingthat event, the poetic rendering of the wrath of a vengeful,
Old Testament~style God.
There's nothing quite like getting charged up with a paranoid
buzz .of religious fervor in a
strange town. Locals tend to be
suspicious enough ofout-of-towners ... it doesn't help your own
cause bycallingupthefrontdesk
to ask ifthe hotel has a room 666
(the anti-suite).
But I have never seen passages in any chapter on the subjects cited on a flyer that is being
circulated around Huntington.
"Read what God's 'Prophet'
says• is emblazoned boldly across
the top, and "That Prophet"
(that's how he signed the pamphlet) gives a list of some of his
topics for the July revival meeting. Adultery is at the top of the
list, and it certainly is a hot topic
in the Bible. So is lusting, lying,
stealing and murder.
But women wearing shorts?
-rhat Prophet" says it's in there,
and he plans to preach against it.
Perhaps he has a point ... maybe
there should be a seven-day
waiting period for purchase in
some cases ... Roseanne Barr,
for example. Mini skirts? Yep
(maybe another good idea ... see
Roseanne, above). Oral sex?Only
ifhe talks aboutiL Pride? Maybe
Huntington will have to change
it's public relations campaign if
that's a sin. Certain television
programs? Must be in a new

translation, but -rhat Prophet"
says it's there. Rock music? Of
course.
"If you want to know what
the Holy Ghost said concerning
television sets, he said, 'Move
them out'." I agree with the passage, but I couldn't find it.
What I did find, however,
was this, in the General Epistle
of Jude:
"For there are certain men
crept in unawares, who were
before of old ordained to this
condemnation, ungodly men,
turning the grace ofour God into
lasciviousness, and denying the
only Lord God, and our Lord
Jesus Christ"
And upon reading this, some
names came to mind. Jim
Bakker. J immy Swaggart. Jerry
Falwe11.
Television shills begging for
cash, using religious extortion
and hollow promises to rape older
viewers oftheir pitiful savings. I
thought of all -rhose Prophets"
who try to gain some quick fame
and a fast buck in the name of
salvation.
Which brings us back to
Revelation.
· And perhaps, another hotel
room.
Wound up in the visions of
doomsday prophesy, I find one
more passage: "'I am Alpha and
Omega, the beginning and the
end, the first and the lasL"
- As Tom Bodette might say,
•Amen ... and we'll leave a light
on.•
·

Dauid L. Swint, a resident of
Grayson, Ky., graduated from
Marshall this year.
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Con-ections

Letters

Factual errors appearing in The
The Parthenon encourages letParthenon should be reported ters to the editor. Letters should be
immediately following publication. typed, signed and include a teleCorrections will be printed on Page phone number, hometown, class
2 as soon as possible after notifi- rank or title. Letters may be no
cation. Errors should- be reported longer than 300 words.The editor
by calling 696-6696.
reserves the right to edit for space.

Editorials
"Our View,· is The Parthenon's
official editorial stance and represents the-opinions of the student
editors. The views expressed by
columnists are those of the individual and not necessarily The
Parthenon editorial board.
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Alexander to study
health care issues

Timber
,,,. .... '''1 .

Ill.: ... ; •

i 1:.- ••

By BIii Gardner

Senior Writer

•

Effective July 1,

President J. Wade Gilley has
Alexander will be
announced that Dr. Robert P. Aldesignated Distinexander, dean of the College of
guished
Professor of
Business, will head a comprehensive study of the health care
Management.
industry in the Tri-State.
As part of Alexander's new
Alexander will
assignment, effective July 1, he
report to Gilley' in his
will teach six credit hours a senew role as director of
mester in the College of Business as a distinguished univerthe health care study.
sity professor ofmanagemenl
"Health care has become one of
the anchors of the economy in two students, one classified staff
this region," Gilley said in a state- member, an alum or representament released Friday. "And its tive from the COB Advisory
growth potential appears to be Board and two members apexcellent.
pointed by the presidenl
"We need to do a comprehenGilley said he hopes to have
sive study to determine how that. · the position advertised in about
facet of our economy might· be three weeks.
expanded, and the possibility of
He met with Alexander and
developing otherlocal businesses discussed the long-term goals for
to supply the needs ofthe health COB. "He and I agreed that this
care industry."
is a good time to look at where
The study will be funded the College of Business is going
through the Marshall Univer- and [Alexander] has taken on
sity Research Corporation and the task [the health care study]
will be conducted with the help with great enthusiasm; Gilley
of the Center for Research and said
Economic Developmenl ·
He will continue to direct the
"Dr. Alexander's extensive . COB's executive-in-residence
record of public service, his project for the next academic
knowledge of the region and hi3 year.
excellent academic and business
Alexander, who received his
credentials should be a major bachelor's and master's degrees
asset as we undertake this from Marshall, earned his Ph.D.
study," Gilley said.
from Ohio University.
While Alexander will be a
He is a former Marshall stumember of the Department of dent body presid_e nt and also
Management. he will r~rt di- servedaapresidentoftheAlumni
rectly to Gilley in his roles as Association.
director ofthe health care study
He joined the Marshall staff' in
and Distinguished University 1958 as director of career planfrofessor.
ning and placement. He became
Gilley said Wecµiesday in an an associate professor in the
interview that Alexander con- . managementdepartmentin 1969
ductedaprevious studyonhealth and coordinator of the student
care in the Huntington area, advisingprogram. Hewasnamed
which resulted in a new health
care management track in the department chairman in 1972
Management Department and and COB dean in 1983.
A long-time member of Huntpointed out that Alexander is a
ington
City Council, Alexander
founder of the West Virginia
Municipal League's Health In- also is a former Huntington
surance Trust Fund and serves mayor under the council-manas its vice chairman.
ager form of city government.
Gilley met Wednesday with
He has served as president of
representatives from COB to . the West Virginia Municipal
discuss the search process.
League and as a member of the
The search committee will Resolutions Committee of the
consist of six faculty members, National League of Cities.

•
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This tree near the Greyhound Bus Station on Fourth Avenue did not withstand las tweek's storms very wen.

Groups battle over banning porn
PARKERSBURG (AP) - A nity," said Fairlawn Baptist
proposed ordinance to ban the Church Pastor Don Yeager of
sale of adult movies, books and Citizens for Decency.
magazineshasdividedthecounty
A public hearing is scheduled
over whether the move is censor- today.
ship.
The battle has been sparked by
"I don't promote porn. I just the Lion's Den, an adult bookdon't think censorship is Ameri- store chain that has built a store
can: said John Wallace, presi- in Mineralwella.
dent ofCitizens Against Censor"Mineralwells had a good repuship.
.
tation before that came in," said
The Citizens Against Censor- Lon Chenowith, a pastor at
ship and the Citizens for De- MineralwellsBaptistFellowship.
cency, a coalition led by area
"I think anybody would have to
church leaders, have collected admit that when you get low-life
more than 7,000 signatures on facilities, adult bookstores or
petitions that have been turned bars; ~t does lower the
over to county officials.
community's reputation,• Che"It bothers me because rm nowith said.
convinced that pornography has
He attempted unsuccessfully
a harmful impact on the commu- to talk the owner ofthe property
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Show us your MUID with a valid "92 Summer
Sticker and receive a $5 coupon to use at
one of Huntington's Fine
Fast Food Establishments.
Offer ends June 30, 1992.
Not valid with any other offer.

out of selling the land to the
bookstore owners. He then took
an ordinance to the Wood County
Commission that would allow
members to ban pornography
from their county.

The ordinance was presented
to the commission-in November.
However, commissioners waited
on a state Supreme Court·case
involving a county that had
banned th~ sale ofpornography.
The court upheld the Nicholas
County case.
Brenda Boggs was the only person to oppose the ordinance at a
Nov. 13 meeting.
She returned Nov. 25 with almost 3,000 signatures and a
roomful of people.
"rm 41. I have a master's in
community counseling and an
IQ of 138," Boggs said. "I don't
think they're competent to tell
me what I can read and watch."
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EDrI'OR'S NOTE: Tim la the aecond of a two-pan
aeriea with PresidentJ. Wade Gilley.Editor Kevin
Melrose and .Mmaaging Editor Greg Collard
interviewed him J~e 15.

GILLEY: Well, we've budgeted, the money has been
given and so it's a matter ofproceeding ahead as fast
as we can buy it and put itin place. The money is now
there in the budget. I think that the organization of
a academic advising center will not only advise
unclassified and students who can't find a faculty
member, but will also promote the idea of the
importance of academic advising.
I think those are student services that are
important. So if I have to choose between having
classes for students to take, having a way to get them
into class versus having extra people in residence
life, I am going to make the choice every time to try
to get the students the classes they need and the
most effective way of gettihg registered for those
classes. ·

MELROSE: So, do you think there will be an Operation
Streamline III?
GILLEY: No, there will be no Operation Streamline III.
Someone already said that was the REDC. But we will
always be looking at issues and better ways of doing
things and I think that's essential now in the era in which
we live.

MELROSE: Along those lines, I know the classified
staffhad established a bumping policy. Do you see that,
with the residence life positions now laid off, do you see
that as coming into effect?

COLLARD: Do you think it's unfair that athletes
have an advantage in getting the schedule that they
desire?

GILLEY: Well, I think that they certainly have bumping
rights and it should not be able to replace them. We've got
until January. We're still working on that and vacancies
have occurred. We probably will continue to lo.ok at those
opportunities and see whether we can relieve people.
They have been seriously considered for a number ofjobs.
If it really came down to it at the end, they would have
bumping rights, there's no question about it.

GILLEY: I think that that was a mistake.
COLLARD: Will you move to try to change that?

MELROSE: During the second part of Operation
Streamline you eliminated the associate dean of the
College of Liberal Arts and you placed Skip Lutz to an
enrollment management position, but then in the same
semester Frances Hemsley was appointed to the COLA
position. Why?

GILLEY: In our November meetings, when the deans
made their presentation, a number of proposals came
about. Dean Lemming said that he would eliminate this
full-time administrative position but that he might need
to have a faculty member to do some ofthe critical work
part time, or assign some of the duties to someone else.
This was the same way with Dean Alexander, associate dean of business - that this would be one
position on which he would rather cut back and look for
alternative ways that were much more cost effective. So
I think that's what happened in the·Liberal Arts. That
way you don't have a permanent position. I think it would
be good for faculty members to rolate through this
position so that they get a feel for what the students have
to go through rather than dealing with just classroom
instruction.

•

MELROSE: In the aftermath of Operation Streamline,
it seems like some of the streamlining was actually a reshuffle. There weren't a whole lot ofcuts as far as higher
level personnel. Lutz was moved, and the vice president
of student affairs was just bumped down to a dean's
position.

GILLEY: And combined with the associate.
MELROSE: And Lynne Mayer was moved to
Institutional Advancement. It seems like the only areas
that took direct hits were lower level student support
services ... director of residence life, associate director.
How do you justify that sort of streamlining? Also with
that question, some ofthose people that were laid off said
that they didn't know about it until they read about it in
The Herald-Dispatch. Doyou think that was appropriate?

GILLEY: The only person that could have said that is
Linda Rowe. We sent each one ofthem a registered letter
to their house and then called them and asked them to
come in. She had a sick child and we had a hard time
getting in touch with her.
As we told people, suddenly The Herald-Dispatch had
a big part ofthe story and we had to decide whether to let
them go with an incomplete story or not. They had her
name by the time we started calling around, so that was
the one case and I am very sorry about that. It was our
intention to make every effort to get in touch with these
people, have them come in and talk about the situation.
I talked with several of them myself.

MELROSE: With the first part of the question, what do
you think about how student services seemed to take the
brunt of the cuts?

J. Wade Gilley.
The worst is over, but
work, planning remains
GILLEY: Well I think that ... two things being the
three positions were taken in my office and just because
we didn't lay those three people off, those three positions
are gone from my office. They went and those
organizations had other positions that were vacant.
Those'positions have been eliminated, so that is a
concrete case of those. We eliminated two positions
that were only lottery money. They were working down
atREDC. There were two people that were both maltlng
in the $50,000 range and one of those cases - a fellow
had not been selected for one of the positions at the
institute and the lady will be leaving the 24th of July.
And ifyou look at the question ofresidence life, I had
a proposal that said there was a direct overlap in
· duplication. The proposal from Dr. Broce is different
overlap, for example. Both said that they could save
approximately $100,000 ifwe eliminated duplication.
So I guess my position in that case is if the students in
the dorms want to pay the extra $100,000 to have the
overlap, then that's fine with me.
But I can't in good consciousness, unless the students
ask for that duplication, say that we should charge the
students an extra $100,000 next year so that we could
have that. Now as far as student services in general, I
happen to think that putting enough sections in that
freshmen and sophomores can get a regular schedule at
more or less regular times next year. I happen to think
that telephone registration will be a dramatic
improvement as far as students getting into classes.
MELROSE: When do ~u see that happening?

GILLEY: Well, whathashappenednow, the Athletic
Department has made a proposal to the Student
Welfare and Conduct committee and they will be
going through the appropriate process. The
background, from my perspective ... I think there is
a problem with a number of student athletes in
terms of getting their courses. I think three things
happen which complicated their lives.
First, we eliminated preferential registration.
Secondly, we eliminated overloads which means
that advisors over there - Donna Mauk - had few
tools to work with. She couldn't talk to professors
and say, "Hey would you take one more studentr
Third is the NCAA dramat ically typed up their
progress toward graduation standards so that there
is less maneuvering room. There is less opportunity
to catch up in the summer. So those three things
intersected. But there was no one group that knew
the other was active. And when the Faculty Senate
and I guess then President Gould signed things,
they eliminated preferential registration. The
Faculty Senate did not know that the deans and the
registrar were going to eliminate class overloads.
And none of them lmew the NTA
So there
was a problem. So we sat down. I went to a meeting
with Dr. Gould, Mr. Eddins, the athletic director,
Donna Mauk - who is the academic advisor to the
student athletes-and we talked about this problem.
In that conversation, I was told that there would be
a limited number of real crucial cases. I said how
many? And they said maybe 15, maybe more. Maybe
20 out of several hundred athletes. And then the
registrar, Mr. Eddins, said he could handle the
exceptions and work with them. I left the meeting
saying that sounded fine.
lfwe have 10-15 kids that have to be at a certain
place between three o'clock and eight o'clock every
night, and they have to have so many hours and they
have to have passed so many hours in their subject
each semester to maintain their scholarship, then
we needed to make an exception. So I met with the
Student Affairs committee, and while I do think that
there needs to be room for the exceptional cases,
there should not be carte blanche extension for any
group of students unless we have enough resources
to make sure that every student can get what they
need.

COLLARD: Moving on, it has been difficult to
adequately maintain the programs Marshall already

has. Don't you think the timing is wrong to be
thinking about expansion, such as the School of
Engineering you are trying to establish? And how
would Marshall's program differfrom whatis already
offered at West Virginia Tech and West Vu-ginia
University?
GILLEY: First, as far as I know, there is no active
proposal to establish an engineering school.

MELROSE: You are pushing for it though.
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GILLEY: Well, rm not pushing for it. The question
came up in the Faeulty Senate meeting on May 14 and
I have had a lot ofpre88Ure on me from the [Huntington}
Chamber of Commerce, [Army) Corp of Engineers, Iota
ofalumni. fve had three or four letters from Sen. Robert
Byrd and two or three letters from Congressman Nick
Rahall. But my posjtion has been that we have to
consolidate what we have. We have to be able to digest
what we've chewed offbefore we can think about taking
another bite.
We do have one proposal. The Byrd Institute people in
connection with the College of Science have. come up
with a number of alternatives of an undergraduate
curriculum that could substantially be funded through
the Byrd Institute and would be called either
manufacturing technology, manufacturing engineering
or manufacturing science. My preference for that is
manufacturing science. And later on this summer rm
going to be looking at what kind of financing might be
coming forth from the Byrd Institute. We have $12
million worth ofinvestment in computers and software,
so one of the big costs in that type of program is the
laboratory. We've got the laboratory h~re. We've got the
first two years of engineering. Could we through the
Byrd institute get money to allow students to take
manufacturing science?
A third of the courses wou,_ld be in business. Some of
them would probably be six or eight specialized courses.
I'm willing to consider looking at that, but I don't see in
our future a standard brand new engineering school.

MELROSE: Have you moved into your office in the
Economic Development Center yet?
GILLEY: I have been using it.

MELROSE: How is that set up? How do you divide your
time between here and there?
GILLEY: Well, there is no set division, but I started
having the vice president&' meeting down there. I
discovered that they have this great new conference
room. I've been having briefings for community leaders.
I've discovered that a lot of people who know a lot about
Marshall and have feelings about Marshall. Still, there
are some essential facts that they don't know about
Marshall. And I think that a big part of what a person
ought to know about Marshall is a certain set of facts.
Rather than what they might read, a faculty member
says something about their salary or their teachingload,
or what I might say about how we need money. Much of
what people know about Marshall is a collection of
impressions. What someone says as being quoted, what
they read in The Herald-Dispatch, what the Charleston
Gazette says...I think that we need a core set of facts
about the university and communicate those consistently
over time so the people know who we are and what our
real ambitions are.
MELROSE: This kind of goes hand in hand with what
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you've touched on about Marshall's image. In Dale
Nitachke's day, the university seemed to have a number
one priority each week. Onedayitwouldbethecompletion
of the science building, the next would be the football
stadium, a new library, a fine arts facility ... It was kind
of the soup of the day. And now with your centers of
excellence, there seems to be very little at Marshall that
didnotbecomeacenterofexcellence. Whatdoesbecoming
a center of excellence really mean? Or is it just another
number one priority of the day?
GILLEY: Well, there are no centers of excellence yet,
except one-The Yeager Scholars. A center ofexcellence
consists ofan academics program or a set ofinterrelated
academic programs that have a low quality. They're not
into riches, but there is a basis of students, .faculty,
tradition, opportunity, commitment, quality ... Makes
for a very sound program or set of programs. Those are
really candidates for centers of excellence.
The next step is to raise private, federal and corporate
funds to provide resources. I don't intend to take money
from one program to make another program better. I
intend to get the faculty, staff and students to help me
sell their programs. I don't know exactly what an academic
center ofexcellence is. It might be a combination. See, I
think the Yeager program meets those requirements.
It's well established, it's got honors faculty and Yeager
faculty, it has a certain level ofquality and it has major
- to combine all the sources of John Marshall scholars
we've probably got $7 or $8 million in endowment.
Basically, I'm thinking that we need $2 or $3 million
minimal. I have identified one candidate. That's the
Ph.Din biomedical sciences. I think there we have 24 full
time faculty who are very good. We have good basis of
research, we have a sufficient number of students who
have just gotten authority from the board. If we could
have an endowment of $2 or $3 million, then we could
enhance faculty salaries, allow us to keep the good young
faculty who come in here and establish a record and then
go somewhere else. Attractolder, well established faculty
to improve our graduate assistantships so that·we could
be competitive.
'
So I think that if we can figure out how to prescribe
that program, make it attractive and get a donor, I think
that's a candidate. Other than that, I would like for the
faculty and administrators to think interdisciplinary ...
build in strength, potential for federal, corporate or
private grants ofendowment ... put that package together
and I would like for that to be the basis of a capitol
campaign sometime in the future to build academic
programs. And I love to see lucrative scholarships for
good students. I love to see lots of students getting
scholarships. I would like and would certainly hope that
the state dramatically improves.
But, I think that the best chance for us to take our
strongest and most innovative academic programs and
build them into centers of excellence is to get some
external groups to believe. Our capitol campaign will
start and we're going to quietly- for the next couple of
years-will be building strength on academic programs
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and I want faculty and staff and administrators and
alumni to all put their thinking caps on and think hard
about how they might be a center ofexcellence. There is
quite a difference between a center of excellence and
undergraduate programs here. There is a range of
possibilities from undergraduate general programs to a
specific Ph.D.

MELROSE: Have you uncovered any other surprises
from the Nizschke era? I know one ofthe major ones was
the deficit and the creative accounting. You haven't
heard anything else that.you are unaware of!
GILLEY: Well, you know I can't say that fve uncovered
things. A number of people have brought items to my
attention. I've basically taken the position that if
something is brought to my attention, I'm not going to
pay any attention to it unless there was a reality involved,
or if it's a continued pressing concern to the university.
The Yeagers were brought to my attention. I said we
can't go on another year, we've got to get this settled and
we've got to do it in a constructive way. But other than
that, I just don't want to relive the past. If someone
brings something to my attention and it is imperative
from a moral, legal, institutional basis that I deal with,
Please see GILLEY, page 8
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GILLEY-From Page 7
I will deal with it.
COLLARD: Nowthatyouhave
becomefamiliar with the NCAA
probation report on Marshall's
basketball program, is it
possiblethat Rick Huckal?ywill
ever coach again at this
university?
·GILLEY: Ever is a long time. I
don't see him coaching here any
time in the near future. Maybe
the NCAA may not have
scholarships or head coaches in
five years.
MELROSE: Also in the report,
the university was told to
distance itselffrom some of the
people in the community who
were involved in the whole
mess. Do you believe the·
university has done that?
GILLEY: I guess the NCAA
has a list of unnamed people
that I don't know. But·I am
determined 'to take it narrow
and straight in terms of NCAA
rules. I don't know ifyou heard
a lot last spring about my
teaching administration policy
book number one, and policy
rules on intercollegiate
athletics. I think that Makes it
pretty clear on where I stand.
When I lay something out, I
don't intend to move too much
from the central issue. There
are different· ways of getting
there and I want to know
because rm sure I don't have
all the answers. But in terms of
faculty,- we are a teaching
institution and we are an
academic institution.
MELROSE: I want to touch on
minority recruiting. I know that
the past several years before
you came that was becoming a
major topic ofdiscussion at the
university. Do you see that the
university has improved its
recruitment of faculty and

administrators as far as think there is the potential here
minorities go? I know it seems for the same type ofdevelopment
that student recruitment has as George Mason. I think that a
gone up. But rm wondering it lot ofthe things we did at George
you see the same thing Mason can apply here. The first
happening with faculty, staff thing we did was to develop a
and administrators because I strategy.
We evaluated graduate
know we've lost two or three in
programs. WeeliminatedaPh.D
the past couple of years.
in business, master's in social
GILLEY:Well, as I understand work, master's in library science
it, we made a significant gain · ,and we were ~le to, in an
last year. I think we've done evolutionaryprocess, bringthose
many new things in terms of .resources into other programs
our minority recruiter. She's that strengthened the other
gotten a better job and a 50 programs. And as soon as we add
percent pay increase. We will the private community, our net
be replacing her as minority assets were $800,000.
r.ecruiter. We've had a
Here today the assets of the
sign#icant increase in minority foundation are $23 million. One
freshmen. I think that in the of the keys is the public. They
area of minority students, said thatthe university is focused
though, lik~ our students in and they know what they are
general, we need to figure out doing. They narrowed the scope
how to retain, how to support, and focused on quality. Tried to
and how to graduate more betterandbetterthings. In many
people. It's one thing to have ways ,it's a ~erent situation,
them in the door, but if they · but I m conY1Dced there are
walk through the house and similaritiesandsomeofthesame ·
come out, better for it rather c~r~ ideas _can be used to
than not just a revolving door. Significantly improve Marshall.
So the key to the minority
eff'ort is that we have applied COLLARD: What programs do
for a major grant from the U.S. you think could or should be
government for what we call eliminated here at Marshall to
Freshmen Center, which will focus on quality.?
lead to assisting high risk
GILLEY: I think what we have
students.
to do is to figure out programs
MELROSE: How do you see that are non-productive, not costMarshall's problems differing eff'ective, or are weak, and we
from those of George Mason? have to eliminate those programs
Whatareyouencounteringhere so that over time we can shift
that you had not really resources into · programs that
shouldbe strengthened. So I don't
encountered before?
know what ones are here, but
GILLEY:
Interestingly every institution has them.
enough, many of the problems
that we have at Marshall are COLLARD: When do you want
,very similar to the ones we had those reviews?
at George Mason when I was
there. Among faculty salary , GILLEY: By the end of next
we were ni~th among the semester. Spring of '93. I think
universities ofVirginia, fastest it's important to me to make sure
growing and the lowest budget I have enough information to
per student. We had serious make timely choices. But also I
facility problems. Our business think it's important to take the
school was not accredited, and long view. We have to march
all that turned around. I don't through this process over a period

FREE PREGNANCY TEST

of years. I have no personal
ambition to be president
somewhere else. I was president
three institutions before I got
here, served as secretary of
education for Virginia and was
executive vice president of
George Mason. What I want to
do is not build a quick and
immediate record for myself to
get another job. What I want to
do is sort of get this community
and the state to gain confidence
that we have a direction and
that we are going through the
process and discussion inside to
determine that direction .•.
Meeting the needs of the 21st
century.
MELROSE: When you were

selected about a year ago, you
were selected despite Jtot
receiving endorsements of
campus organizations. Has that
aff'ectedyouatall, do you think?
GILLEY: No, there was no one
against me as far as I know.
Actually I think that's worked
tomyadvantage. Ihaven'towed
anybody anything. When I came
here for an interview, I was not
going to make anybody any
promises. Toprovide leadership,
you can't be turning favors
toward this group or that group.
You have to work with them all.
You have to focus in bringing
some unity and purpose to the
enterprise. But if you try to
appeasethisgrouporthatgroup
and everyone walks in the office,
then that's all you get done. I
think I would have been in a
much more difficult situation
had everybody endorsed me
when I first came here.
MELROSE: Your relation with
Faculty Senate doesn't seem to
be ideal, it seems to be a little
strained. Do you perceive that
as causing a problem?

Bob Sawrey?
GILLEY: I don't perceive it
that way. I think the Faculty
Senate has a role and I have a
role, but my role is not their
role.
MELROSE: In the Free Forum
you were kind ofportrayed in a
negative light, I think. Do you
feel that in a way the story was
was accurate? The Chuck
Bailey incident?
GILLEY: I never read it. What
they did, they came in under
false pretenses. 'llley had been
in earlierto talk and understand
our policies. then they called
and said they wanted to come in
and talk about the Chuck Bailey
case. I said, "Well, that's a
closed ~ . I can't talk about
that.•
He said, "Well, OK. We just
want to talk. Well, .as soon as
they got in, they had a letter I
had written to Chuck Bailey
and they kept reading and
saying what do you think of
this? And I said, "What is this,
the inquisition?" They were
taping it and I never did get
what the name was of what
they were doing.
It didn't sound legitimate.
Anybody off' the street could
come in and say they wanted an
interview and that they were a
reporter or editor of a paper.
You have to have credentials.
They
came
with
the
understanding that we wou~d
not talk about the Chuck Bailey
case and ~eyviolated that well
into the interview. ·
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